
Week 1 / European Integration and Brexit

Levels of Integration

Not to be confused…
● The Council of Europe (1947)

○ 47 member states
○ 1950 - The European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)
○ The European Court of Human Rights (Strasbourg)
○ Intergovernmental
○ Unanimity of all members.

● The European Union (EU) (1992) - EEC in 1957.
○ 28 member states - soon to be 27.
○ 2000 - Charter on Fundamental Rights (CFR)
○ The Court of Justice of the European Union (Luxembourg)
○ Intergovernmental and supranational
○ Unanimity and QMV (qualified majority voting)

Facts:
● Small economies: Ireland, Portugal, Greece
● 3rd largest EU economy: Italy
● 4th largest EU economy: Spain
● Last country to join = Lithuania (January 2015)

‘Sui generis’ entity - unique
● Article 4(2) TEU:

○ Heterarchy not hierarchy: ‘The Union shall respect the equality of Member
States before the Treaties…’
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they can either amend it or reject it. If they decide that they want to continue to discuss
this proposal, then it will go to a third reading.

3rd Reading - conciliation committee established at this stage. It is made up of representatives
from the EP and the CM. The focus of discussion is what’s known as a joint text. If this joint text
satisfies both the EP and the CM, then the measure can be adopted. However, if the text
continues to be controversial, then the measure is abandoned after this. 3rd reading = last hope
for any proposal.

The EP, the OLP and democratic legitimacy
● Has the increased role of the EP in law making procedures improved the democratic

legitimacy of the EU?
● Improved efficiency - measure can be adopted at 1st reading

○ Conciliation Committee Activity Report 14-19:
■ 414 OLP proposals tabled by the Commission
■ 410 OLP acts adopted
■ 1st reading: = 89%; 2nd reading: 10%; 3rd reading: 1% - laws being

adopted in a more efficient way.
■ No conciliation procedures
■ 1,185 trilogues (EO Inquiry OI/8/2015/FOR  into maladministration)

● BUT - limited use of EP veto: is EP too consensual at 1st reading? Not an effective
debating chamber?? Different groupings should have different priorities in the EP so why
are they not disagreeing? Make amendments to reflect the different interests of the
population of the EU.

○ Key EP ‘product’ = amendments!
○ Trade off between efficiency and democracy.
○ Trilogs = informal meetings that take place during the first reading between the

commission, the CM and the EP. Smaller groups of representatives from each of
those institutions that meet to try and agree at the first reading. Not much
transparency surrounding these trilogs - such concern about how they worked
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C-610/10 Commission v Spain
● – order the Kingdom of Spain to pay the Commission, from the date on which judgment

is delivered in the present case until the judgment in Commission v Spain is complied
with, a daily penalty payment in the amount of EUR 131 136 for the delay in
complying with the judgment in Commission v Spain;

● – order the Kingdom of Spain to pay the Commission, from the date of the judgment in
Commission v Spain until the date on which judgment is delivered in the present case or
the date on which that Member State puts an end to the infringement, a lump sum in an
amount calculated by multiplying a daily amount of EUR 14 343 by the number of
days over which the infringement has continued;

Art 260 (2) cont.
● 2013: 5 rulings

○ Commission v Belgium, C-533/11 (lump sum payment: €10,000,000; penalty: €
859,404 for each six-month period of non-compliance with the judgment under
Article 258 TFEU)

○ Commission v the Czech Republic, C-241/11 (lump sum payment: € 250,000; no
daily penalty)

○ Commission v Luxembourg, C-576/11 (lump sum payment: € 2,000,000; penalty:
€ 2,800 for each day of non-compliance with the judgment under Article 258
TFEU)

○ Commission v Sweden, C-270/11 (lump sum payment: €3,000,000; no daily
penalty)

○ Commission v Germany, C-95/12 (no penalties)
● 2018: 2 cases to the CJ

Transposition Delay
● Better Regulation Directive & Citizens Rights Directive (consumer rights in personal data

online and privacy)
○ Deadline in May 2011
○ Full implementation by 7 MS (incl. UK)
○ Partial implementation in 16 MS -> Reasoned Opinion from the Commission

Lisbon Treaty Amendments II
● Article 260(3) TFEU: late transposition of Directives (LTI)

○ When the Commission brings a case before the Court .. on the grounds that the
MS has failed to fulfil its obligation to notify measures transposing a directive
adopted under a legislative procedure, it may, when it deems appropriate, specify
the amount of the lump sum or penalty payment to be paid by the MS concerned
which it considers appropriate in the circumstances

● Financial penalties without CJEU judgement
● Encourage timely transposition
● Cannot be used for non-legislative directives (Art 290 & 291)
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● Wanted to ensure that EU law would be respected as being supreme by the MSs. In
order to secure the position of the supremacy, the CJ went further in its articulation /
protection of fundamental HR set out in EU law.

● The validity of Community measures can only be judged in the light of community law…
● Treaty law cannot be overridden by rules of national law, however framed, without being

deprived of its character as community law…
● The validity of a community measure or its effect within a member state cannot be

affected by allegations that it breaches national fundamental rights…
● ‘Respect for fundamental rights forms an integral part of GPL protected by the Court of

Justice...’
● Not fundamental rights per se but as GPL
● Fund rights in German law will also be protected as fund rights in Community law and

the CJ would oversee this respect because these, although not articulated, form an
integral part of GPL protected by CJ

Ad hoc development of general principles of law (GPL) never given a list of what GPL exist in
EU law.

● Evolution via CJ case law:
○ Proportionality (Internationale)
○ Legal certainty (R. v MAFF C-331/88)
○ Non-retroactivity (R. v Kirk C-63/83)
○ Right to a hearing (Transocean Marine Paint C-17/74)
○ Right to non-self incrimination (criminal proceedings) (Mannesmanrohren

T112/98)
○ Inviolability of the home (Hoechst C-46/87 & 227/88)
○ Confidentiality (AM&S C-155/79)
○ Due process (Johnstone C-222/84)

● A lot of this case law has been driven by commercial entities from various MSs - seeking
resolution to conflict between EU and national law.

C 44/79 Hauer
● Standard phrasing: see a lot of the same paragraphs appearing in case law concerning

the identification of GPL as fundamental HR. 3 particular elements to this recognition:
○ ‘Fundamental rights form an integral part of the general principles of the law, the

observance of which is ensured by the court. (respect for the rule of law)
○ In safeguarding those rights, the latter is bound to draw inspiration from

constitutional traditions common to the member states, so that measures
which are incompatible with the fundamental rights recognized by the
constitutions of those states are unacceptable in the community. (constitutional
acknowledgment) comparative analysis.

○ International treaties for the protection of human rights [...]can also supply
guidelines which should be followed within the framework of community law.
(recognition of international law)
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○ The duties must somehow require a sense of loyalty from the individual holding
the post and the state.

● Comm v Luxembourg C473/93
● Spanish Merchant Navy C-405/01; Anker C47/02

Anker C47/02: art 39 is the previous numbering for 45.
● ‘Article 39(4) EC must be construed as allowing a Member State to reserve for its

nationals the post of master of vessels flying its flag and engaged in small-scale
maritime shipping (Kleine Seeschifffahrt) only if the rights under powers conferred by
public law granted to masters of such vessels are in fact exercised on a regular basis
and do not represent a very minor part of their activities.’

● Could the job as a captain of a ship could fall under art 45(4).
● Jobs that are excluded can not be determined in advance and an investigation must take

place into the duties of that role.

Residence rights: direct & derived
● Article 45 TFEU (workers)

○ DIRECT
■ Levin C 53/81
■ Kempf C139/85
■ Collins C138/02

● All these individuals were seeking residence rights for themselves,
and they were able to secure these rights.

○ DERIVED
■ Diatta C267/83 - persons who are linked to workers can also enjoy rights,

and they enjoy rights that are defined as derived - they do not enjoy these
rights directly based on their own status, but because of their relationship
with someone else that has a status under EU law.

■ Echternach & Moritz C389/87 - children can derive rights.
■ Mattern and Cikotic C10/05 - parents can also derive these rights from

children.
■ Givane C257/00 - spouses can also derive these rights and continue to

enjoy them even after the EU spouse has died.
■ Allow family members to also enjoy equal treatment in the union.

● Article 21 TFEU (citizens)
○ DIRECT

■ CD Articles 5 -7, 14, 16, 17
■ Oulane C215/03: ‘it is for nationals of a MS residing in another MS in their

capacity as recipients of services, to provide evidence establishing that
their residence is lawful.’ migration = trigger.

■ Asking someone to provide evidence of their right for residence does not
breach EU law.

○ DERIVED
■ CD Art 6 & 7, 10-14, 16-18
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were getting more free than you actually were. The state though this was
misleading consumers and didn’t want this type of packaging to be in existence -
banned misleading marketing strategies. Technically a selling rule but it means
that you have to change the composition of the product itself. Must establish that
it contravenes Art 34 before we can start to think about defences (Art 36).

○ Although it applies to all products without distinction, a prohibition such as that in
question…which relates to the marketing in a Member State of products bearing
the same publicity markings as those lawfully used in other Member States, is by
nature such to hinder intra-Community trade.

○ It may compel the importer to adjust the presentation of his products according to
the place where they are to be marketed and consequently to incur additional
packaging and advertising costs.

Difference between product rules & market rules?
● C368/95 Vereinigte Familiapress Zeitungsverlags- und vertriebs GmbH v Heinrich Bauer

Verlag (Familiapress case).
● About the way in which magazines were advertised - competitions in magazines making

people buy them more. Seen as problematic and this was banned - meant that
publishers with competitions in their magazines had to change their product in a very
significant way. A selling arrangement, but it has a bearing on the composition of the
product and therefore it is a product requirement type case - breach Art 34. Falls outside
of the Keck and Mithouard exclusion from Art 34.

● The relevant national legislation is directed against a method of sales promotion, BUT
bears on the actual content of the products,

○ not a selling arrangement within the meaning of the judgment in Keck and
Mithouard.

○ it requires traders established in other Member States to alter the contents of the
periodical, the prohibition at issue impairs access of the product concerned to the
market of the Member State of importation and consequently hinders free
movement of goods.  It therefore constitutes in principle a measure having
equivalent effect within the meaning of Article 30 [now 34] of the Treaty.

Licence for sale of alcohol an MEQR?
● C 189/95 Harry Franzén
● Paid licenses can impede market access. That can breach Art 34, but it may be allowed

if it affects everyone the same and it's the least onerous measure you can take to
achieve the goal you are trying to achieve, ie the protection of public health. Going to
need to justify a license.

● Articles 34 and 36 TFEU ‘preclude domestic provisions allowing only traders holding a
production licence or a wholesale licence to import alcoholic beverages on conditions
such as those laid down by Swedish legislation.’

○ Non-discriminatory rule
○ Art 36 derogation
○ Less onerous measure appropriate?
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● CJ stated:
○ States cannot claim they want to curb gambling and at the same time advertise

more and more gambling activities. This would be a sign of concealed
protectionism or economic goal (illegitimate). Protectionism.

○ But if the scale of unlawful activity is significant and the expansive
offerings/advertising are aimed to channel consumers’ propensity into lawful
controlled activities, then the restriction can be deemed consistent. Court
deferring to a national prohibition.

○ Cf Gambelli/ Placanica factors

C 46/ 08 Carmen Media
● Gave CJ a chance to look at the different features of gambling. Different regulations

across the states in Germany - each had its own level of control; some more restrictive
than others.

● Features of the German regime:
○ differentiated system of control ranging from very to less restrictive
○ federal policy was to increase the number of casinos in Germany (from 66 to 81

between 2000 and 2006)!
● Effect = original aim (prevention of participation and addiction) ‘no longer effectively

pursued by means of the monopoly =  breach of Article 56 [68] (CJ)
○ Article 56 allows for differential regulation of gambling activities: a member state

can prohibit internet gambling yet tolerate traditional gambling
○ Article 56 does not allow MS to impose a public monopoly and pursue a

long-term policy to expand gambling
○ German regime did breach Art 56 - unjustifiable restriction of the free movement

of services.

C 316/ 07 Stoss: the end of ‘home state control’?
● CJ synthesis: (of its various jurisprudence of the question of when national reg of

gambling would be compatible with the free movement rules)
○ Differential licensing regime can be acceptable
○ Separate (per activity) examinations needed (Carmen Media Group);
○ Systematized factors to consider when assessing appropriateness of restrictions

on gambling activities (10-point test);
○ National policy should be consistent: MS cannot aim to curb gambling and at the

same time promote and expand gambling activities (sign of hidden economic
goals) (Ladbrokes) (Carmen);

○ Restrictions should be non-discriminatory and proportionate (Placanica);
○ No duty to recognise the home country control principle in the area of gambling,

since there was no harmonisation among MS in the Union (Sporting Exchange).
● National court must inquire into:

○ the method of organisation
○ mode of play
○ levels of stake and winnings
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S4 / Free Movement, HR & Brexit

Required Reading Before the Seminar

C507/12 Jessy St Prix

Samantha Currie ‘Pregnancy related employment breaks, the gender dynamics of free
movement law and curtailed citizenship: Jessy Saint Prix’ CMLR (2016) 53: 543– 562.

C 438/05 Viking & Laval

Vilija Velyvyte, ‘‘The Right to Strike in the European Union after Accession to the European
Convention on Human Rights: Identifying Conflict and Achieving Coherence’ (2015)

Human Rights Law Review, 15, 73–100

Gurminder K. Bhambra ‘The current crisis of Europe: Refugees, colonialism, and the limits of
cosmopolitanism’ (2017) Eur Law J. 23:395–405

Questions we’ll be discussing in the Seminar
1. What are ‘human rights’ according to Rawls? Do you agree with Bhambra that the

current refugee crisis is a human rights crisis?
○ A special class of rights designed to play a special role in the present age.

2. Does EU law protect the right to strike according to Velvyte?
3. How does the CJEU address tensions between fundamental freedoms and fundamental

rights?
○ Schmidberger: FREE MOVEMENT services vs. freedom of expression &

assembly:
○ Case: there was a lawful demonstration that took place in Austria organised by

an environmental group, and as part of this they blocked an important road. This
meant that lorries couldn’t get through, therefore deliveries couldn’t be made. It
was argued that in allowing this demonstration to take place, the Austrian
authorities had breached EU rules on free movement of services. Austrian
authorities argued that yes there was a difficulty in goods getting through, but the
authorities were obliged to respect the fundamental right of freedom of
expression. Conflict between the two: EU v national law.

○ 80. …some fundamental rights enshrined in the ECHR (right to life or the
prohibition of torture and inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment) are
absolute;

○ BUT freedom of expression nor freedom of assembly are NOT absolute
○ …the exercise of those rights may be restricted, provided that the restrictions:
○ Arise from objectives of general interest
○ Are proportionate and acceptable interference
○ Do not impair the substance of the rights guaranteed.
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the ‘supreme tribunal’ because Parliament decreed this under s3 European
Communities Act 1972.

○ However, this position changed by the end of the 1980s as HoL appeared to
agree with Simmenthal (that the CJ held that it had the power to invalidate any
national law adopted at any time) and Foto-Frost (CJ held exclusive authority to
invalidate EU law).

○ Macarthys Ltd v Smith: HoL held that inconsistent legislation must defer to
Community law as it was the duty of the Courts to follow the statute of
Parliament.

○ Garland v British Rail Engineering: statutes passed after the Treaty being signed
were to be constructed ‘as intended to carry out the obligation and not be
consistent with it’.

○ Marleasing: ECJ held EU law possessed power to compel any public authority to
act in its favour, and exerted an obligation on national courts to interpret national
law in line with Community acts = stronger than national statute.

○ Factortame: held that supremacy of EU law was always inherent in the Treaty,
and well established by the time the UK joined the EEC in 1973. Since this case,
judges have a duty to override law when it doesn’t comply with EU law.

● Poland asserted its autonomy and rejected novelty (like the UK).
● Hungary warned the EU to respect Hungarian standards on rule of law (like Germany).

ACCEPTANCE
● The Spanish were very positive about European integration; 77% voted in favour of the

Constitutional Treaty. They didn’t deny EU law supremacy even though there was some
disagreement on the understanding of it.

● Cyprus reacted like Spain regarding co-operation: the Cyprian authorities found that their
constitution provided all the power required to accept supremacy, although an
amendment was required.

● The principle of developing the constitution to fulfil obligations arising from the Treaty is
not seen as ‘constitutional surrender’.

● Constitutionalisation prompted the creation of a Charter of Rights.

Explaining the success of supremacy:
● Pascatore says that supremacy was an existential necessity for Community law.

(academic)
● Even though international law only has a limited capacity for enforcement and lacks a

legislature, it provides the framework for the cooperation needed for nation state
survival.

● The EU is an expression of enlightened sovereignty as national compliance creates
accountability (this is self-interest). Nation states require accountability.

● Judges in higher courts who opposed supremacy couldn’t stop those in lower courts who
didn’t oppose from sending references to CJEU, allowing lower courts to circumvent
national legal hierarchy and CJEU to hand down expansive interpretations. This
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DECISIONS
● Grad: This case revolved around the harmonization of rules relating to taxation. A

German finance court asked the CJ for the interpretation of 2 provisions (a decision and
a directive), specifically asking whether these could together produce direct effect by
creating individual rights which MSs must protect. CJ said yes:

○ For the sake of effectiveness, as if direct effect was excluded it would be
incompatible with the binding effect of decisions under Art 288 TFEU.

○ Difference of form is insubstantial; an individual can enjoy a right regardless of
whether it is a decision or regulation.

○ Just as Art 267 TFEU empowers national courts to refer questions regarding
validity and interpretation of all acts of institutions without distinction, individuals
are also empowered to invoke all acts before the national court.

● Thus it was held that the provisions in a decision were capable of ‘producing direct
effects in the legal relationships between the MSs to which the decision is addressed
and those subject to their jurisdiction and of creating for the latter the right to invoke
these provisions before the courts’.

● There was silence from the CJ on directives in both Grad and Hansa Fleisch (page 15
ch7). CJ responded only regarding the decision, saying how they can be directly
effective in situations where a private individual relied upon them against a MS (vertical
direct effect). What about directives?

DIRECTIVES
● Comm v UK: CJ held that case law couldn’t be used to transpose an EU directive.
● van Duyn: Ms van Duyn, a Dutch national, sought to enter the UK to work at the Church

of Scientology (a lawful organisation considered ‘socially harmful’ by British authorities at
the time). Any non-national wanting to work for them was refused entry into the UK. Ms
van Duyn brought an action against the Home Office, claiming the right to enter and
remain in the UK to work under Art 45 TFEU. Questions were referred to the CJ
surrounding if Art 45 TFEU and Directive 64/221 have horizontal direct effect. CJ said
yes to both. Directives got a yes because if the provision involved in the case didn’t have
direct effect it would undermine the whole concept of directives having direct effect.
Directives having direct effect would empower individuals, decentralise enforcement and
strengthen the effect of directives on individuals. Although direct effect for directives was
possible in this principle, it would actually be assessed from case-to-case, considering
the nature, general scheme and wording of the provision in question = an exception.

● Some argue that this overlooks the formal distinction between regulations and directives
in the Treaty, and intrudes upon the discretion given to MSs on implementation, creating
legal uncertainty (particularly as directives were delayed in implementation).

● Ratti: introduced estoppel to EU law, saying that if an MS failed to transpose a directive
within the prescribed period, it couldn’t plead its own wrongdoing against individuals to
avoid liability. However, after the prescribed period has passed, national provisions are
void regardless of whether the directive was implemented or not. Directives may have
vertical direct effect if transposition time has passed (estoppel).
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